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In four days Italy - the first Western country to introduce strict lockdown and containment measures -

will gradually start resuming the circulation of people, albeit with many rules designed for Phase 2.  

On a sort of social and emotional rollercoaster, we will shift from isolation to social distancing. To 

monitor the psychological impacts of what is happening, two research centers, Episteme and CSA 

Research, interviewed 2,000 Italians between 18 and 74 years old about their feelings, expectations, and 

mood.  

This kind of survey should be carried out everywhere, since all of us know that 2020 will be studied on 

history books as one of the most transformative years for mankind. What will make the difference will 

be our stories, the accounts of those who are now experiencing it, the pictures we take from our 

windows, beside the dissertations of scientists and virologists.  

 

The results of the interview show a country that, transitioning from isolation to social distancing, is 

definitely not into black or white attitudes and emotions or monolithic feelings. And I would say 

fortunately it is not into that. They show that people are at the same time scared and optimistic, angry 

and able to use a good amount of sense of humor to cope with the uncertainty.  

 

Some criticize writers when they portray a dark scenario: “Why did write that, you have to give people 

hope!” Some others criticize writers when they try to defuse sadness and despair: “Why did write do 

that, you have to acknowledge the magnitude of the catastrophe!” 

None of those critics are right and none of them are wrong: people worldwide are both sad and hoping, 

tired and ready to restart, confused and well-informed.  

What we are going through is simply too big, complex, and fast-evolving for us to have monolithic 

feelings. Plus, feelings are rarely monolithic, even without an ongoing pandemic.  

 

https://www.glistatigenerali.com/costumi-sociali/dallisolamento-al-distanziamento-i-sentimenti-degli-italiani-verso-la-fase-2/

